For each of the following problems, you may assume that $\Sigma = \{0, 1\}$.

**Problem 1.** Give a NFA that accepts:

a) no strings.
b) all strings.

**Problem 2.** Give a NFA that accepts:

a) only the string $\epsilon$.
b) only the string 0.
c) only the string 0110.

**Problem 3.** Give a NFA that accepts:

a) any string starting with 0110.
b) any string ending with 0110.
c) any string containing 0110 as a substring.
d) any string *not* containing 0110 as a substring.

**Problem 4.** Give a NFA that accepts any string with an even number of 1’s.

**Problem 5.** Give a NFA that accepts any string containing exactly three 1’s.